Palm Beach County Darting Association
Board Meeting 11/13/14
Meeting opened at 0738 pm
Absent was Lou Hunt
Minutes were read from previous meeting. Motioned by Chris Cummins to accept with a 2nd by
Dave Phillips
Treasury Report: $5398.38
Motioned by Jackie Pavone to accept with a 2nd by Rich Clark.
Old Business:
-Money owed by Elk’s was paid.
-Website suggestions – Chris would like to see the stat sheet to be limited to 1 page. It is
agreed that the appearance of the page is more appealing and nicer looking than old page
-singles league is still in the works
-Brian is still communicating with NCDU regarding merger leagues. They may want to merge
into one of our nights instead of creating a new night that combines both leagues. Not positive
as to what all the details entail. Dave suggested having interleague playoffs, making north and
south teams, or suggesting instead of having a equal split of home and away matches, playing
less matches against the north teams and more against south teams (ie if there are 4 teams
only playing each team once, making commute up north to only twice). NCDU season ends in
March. We will table this decision to a later date.
-We purchased 10 boards from John/Beth for $400.
-Brian will bring receipts for expenses to next meeting.
-Brian has not yet kept track of timeframe it takes to complete stats. He will work on this.
-Brian is still collecting questionnaires. Hopefully have all collected by next meeting. At which
time the Board can discuss any changes and possibly schedule a free play night.
-State team tryouts were suggested to be changed to January due to PBCDA having
responsibility of hosting regionals. Chris Cummins has motioned to set a date for January 2425. Saturday – men, blue boar @10am, Sunday – women, red parrot @12pm. Rich Clark
seconds.
New Business:
-Brian would like to add the meeting minutes to website. No board members opposed.
-Brian would like the board to come up with ideas to get new bars. There is a bar on singer
island that has shown interest in joining the league. The board has agreed that this is worth
investigating.
Next meeting 12/11/14 @Blue Boar 7:30pm
Meeting adjourned @ 0812pm

